I. ARTS AND HUMANITIES

AMERICAN LANGUAGE INSTITUTE

Drop a course:

ALI 262 ENGLISH FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS UNDERGRADUATES (2)

II. OVERSEAS STUDIES

No items for administrative action.

IV. SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

No items for administrative action.

V. SOCIAL SCIENCE

LAS: ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Req. by Jane Cody

Revise 2 degree programs:

Eff. Fall 2006

A. B.S., Environmental Studies (Chemistry)

Remove ENST 387x from electives; add BISC 470L and SWMS 420 to electives.

B. B.S., Environmental Studies (Earth Sciences)

Remove ENST 387x from electives; add BISC 470L and SWMS 420 to electives.

VII. GENDER STUDIES

Req. by Nancy Lutkehaus

Add a cross list:

Eff. Fall 2006

SWMS 303 FROM GODDESSES TO WITCHES: WOMEN IN PREMODERN EUROPE (4)
(Enroll in HIST 305)

VIII. LAS: PSYCHOLOGY

Req. by Gerald C. Davison

Change the title of a course:

Eff. Fall 2006

NEW: PSYC 401 EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY (4)
OLD: PSYC 401 EVOLUTION, GENETICS AND BEHAVIOR (4)
IX. POLICY, PLANNING, AND DEVELOPMENT

Req. by Richard Sundeen

Drop the prerequisite for a course: Eff. Fall 2006

PPD 425 DESIGNING LIVABLE COMMUNITIES (4, Fa)

NEW PREREQUISITE: none
OLD PREREQUISITE: PPD 306